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as you review the files, you can choose to restore
them, but you can also opt to recover a backup
instead. if you selected a backup file previously
during the trial version, the application will use it to
complete the recovery. if you havent, you have to
select a backup manually or restore from the
backup location. the program will then perform the
file recovery. a progress bar will let you know that
the application is working on the process and how
far along it is. after the recovery is completed, youll
see a screen with a list of all the files on the device
that were recovered, along with an option to
preview the contents of the data. at the bottom of
the screen are links to share the data with anyone
of your choosing or to open the recovered files with
the default application. there is also an option to
restore a backup so that the recovered data can be
stored in a designated folder. in the free trial
version, you could only restore from a backup. if you
have an external hard drive or other storage device,
you can also use the program to scan the device for
lost files. what is important to note is that while the
free trial of the software allows you to recover files
from most of the supported platforms, that doesnt
include psp or xbox 360 data. these devices require
a more powerful recovery software, such as
wondershare recoverit data recovery. back to the
top. rival service's free version has other data
recovery wizards for $69.95 which recover up to
1gb. if you want to recover more than 1gb, or if you
want tech support from the vendor, upgrade easeus
to the pro version (which i tested) for $69.95. the
$99.90 pro + winpe version creates a bootable usb
drive that you can use to recover files when you
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can't boot your system at all.
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EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard Free Lets You
Recover Lost Or Deleted Data

the application has been helping users recover lost
data since 2003. during that time it has been used

by millions of customers to recover from a wide
variety of data loss scenarios. the application can
restore lost files deleted from the trash, recover

data from accidentally formatted disks, and recover
data lost due to a virus attack. recover data from
external drives, ssds, and memory cards among
other supported devices. support is provided for
hundreds of file types including all popular video,
image, audio, and document formats. one useful

feature of the easeus data recovery wizard free is a
new "recovery specification" that lets you pick

which files to recover and which to skip, in addition
to including/excluding files in test mode. this feature
would be a huge help when you want to see if your
data is actually present before you dive in to data
recovery. there are other helpful features in this

software, including file list display options (there's a
nice hierarchical view of all the files along with the
ability to sort by name, type, and others); several

built-in file formats (odb, sqlite, bdb, &plist); full and
incremental search; advanced scanning;

incremental scanning; status displays; progress
percentage; file preview; and more. this feature
makes the disk drill data recovery tool mac the

most affordable data recovery utility that we have
reviewed. it is a cheap software but its mission is

honest and comprehensive data recovery with
whom the data that you need from your hard drive.
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it does all that it should do, on both mac and
windows. and it does all that in a timely manner,

and with the best recovery performance. the
selection of advanced recovery methods and

technologies help you reach your goal of recovering
lost files and data. disk drill data recovery tool

creates a unique file id for every file that is scanned
and recovered. this gives you a better recovery with
an intuitive recovery report. the report is presented

in a very clear and easy-to-understand manner.
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